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The global recession loosens its grip on Portugal’s
economy 

PORTUGAL

The partnership of companies working in PPP projects helps the

domestic economy, the government and private companies alike. 

Europe has seen over 1400 PPP deals in the last 20 years, which

represents almost €260 billion. With the recession easing its grip,

BAFOs have been scheduled for 3 December 2010 in the tender for the

Hospital Central do Algarve PPP. The €250m 30-year DBFM

concession is for a hospital of 549 beds, 10 surgical rooms and 46

offices.

José Luís Moreira da Silva

from SRS Advogados talks

about the benefit of PPP deals on

the Portuguese economy:  “PPP

Projects made a serious impact in

almost all European countries and

Portugal is no exception. The

major public projects and

investments of the last decade like

bridges, highways, high speed

trains, airports, defence, schools

and prisons were not possible

without this kind of contracts.

Governments, investment banks

and private investors soon learned

the advantages of participating in

a PPP project and of carrying on

such kind of projects: Most of

them would never be possible in a

traditional mode. Obviously the

early European consideration as

non public debt helped.”

The credit crunch could not have

struck at worse time from a PPP

point of view, as investments in

public-sector infrastructure were

regarded as an important means

of maintaining economic activity.

2009 saw a 30% decline in PPP

projects in Europe due to the

global downturn, forcing

governments to postpone, or in

severe cases even cancelling

ventures, as they had no other

means of funding the development

schemes. 

“The recession we face has

impacted severely in PPP deals. In

Portugal we saw the Government

postponing all the major projects,

like Hospitals, roads, airports and

high speed trains. All were proj-

ects announced by the Govern-

ment and prepared to go ahead by

2010. We were talking of more

than 20 billion Euros projects that

now are going to wait for better

days.” says Mr Moreira da Silva.

Mr Moreira da Silva further

explains how the Portuguese

government implemented means

of sheltering the country from

financial difficulties in last few

years: “The Portuguese

Government took specific

measures regarding PPP taking

into consideration the recent

financial difficulties and

restraints. Apart from postponing

several important projects the

government also rescheduled

investments and cut on

expenditures. Those measures

implied the need to renegotiate

some PPP contracts in order to cut

costs and to diminish the public

debt.”

Although working with a

governmental body may seem like

a good idea, it is a somewhat

expensive process advises Mr

Moreira da Silva: “Anyone who

wants to establish a profitable

partnership with a public body

has to be aware of the legal and

financial constraints normally

surrounding these bodies. Also

they have to be aware of the

complex decision making process

and of the long decision time

frame. With the correct expert

advisors it is possible to profit

from a partnership with a public

body.....I think the most needed

legislation progress in Portugal

regarding PPP is a major revision

of the legal regimen of transfer of

the project risks in order to

establish the right balance

between public and private.

Another public intervention is

needed in the creation of a unique

public body to manage all the PPP

thus creating know-how and

experience. The governments

should also try to revise the

European criteria for public debt

in order to promote more PPP

projects.”

Economies all over can now

breathe a sigh of relief, as we

seemed to have endured the worst

of the recession and now look

forward to a more financially

stable future. PPP will again

become flavour of the month as

companies will be able access

funds more easily and enter into

agreements with government

bodies, building durable

financial partnerships all

over Europe. LM
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The FIRM

Singhania�&�Partners�is�a
full-service�national�law�practice
firm�in�India,�with�its�offices�at
New�Delhi,�Noida,�Bangalore,
Hyderabad�and�Mumbai.�We
support�our�clients�in�all�spheres
of�corporate�law�throughout
India�and�internationally
through�partnership�networks
with�leading�local�firms�in
almost�all�countries�and�major�jurisdictions.
We�encompass�a�team�of�qualified�and�seasoned
professionals�with�extensive�experience�and�wide
exposure.
The�firm�comprises�of�a�team�of�over�70
professionals�in-house�including�some�with�a�dual
qualification�in�law,�chartered�accountants�and
company�secretaries.
The�Firm�is�empanelled�with�the�Ministry�of
Finance,�Department�of�Economic�Affairs�for
providing�legal�services�in�Public�Private
Partnerships�Transactions�for�both�central�and
state�agencies.

PRACTICe AReAS:
Anti�dumping,�Aviation,�Bid�Process�Management,
Banking�&�Project�Finance,�Capital�Markets,
Corporate�&�Commercials,�Cross�Border
Transactions,�Employment�&�Labor,�Foreign�Direct
Investment,�Infrastructure,�Insurance,�Intellectual
Property,�International�Trade,�Joint�Ventures,
Litigation�&�Arbitrations,�Mergers�&�acquisition,
Public�Private�Partnership,�Private�Equity,
Privatization�/�Disinvestment,��Regulatory�&
Compliance,�Taxation.

SeCTORS:
Airport,�Banking�&�Finance,�Construction,
Defence,��Environment,�Food�&�Drugs,�Healthcare,
Technology,�Manufacturing,�Media,�Mining,�Power,
Roads,�Railways,�Retail�&�Franchise,�Sea�Ports,
Steel,�Shipping,�,�Telecom,�Trading�etc.

CLIenTS:
Some�of�our�clients�include�America�Online,�Altera
Corporation,�American�Bureau�of�Shipping,�AVo
Carbon�Holdings�LLC,�Avi�Oil,�Boortmalt�(French),
Brightpoint,�Choice�International�Inc.�USA,�
General�Electric�Company,�Jones�Lang�LaSalle,
Kolar�Gold�PLC,�The�McGraw�Hill�Companies�Inc.,
Mentor�Graphics,�Standard�&�Poors’,�Raytheon,.
Ricoh�India,�Verisign�Inc�etc.�National�Highway
Authority�of�India,�Power�Finance�Corporation,
Andhra�Pradesh�Industrial�Infrastructure
Corporation�Ltd,�Asian�Development�Bank,�World
Bank,�Ministry�of�Road�Transport�and�Highways,
Ministry�of�Finance,�Ministry�of�Railways,
Ministry�of�Power,�Dedicated�Freight
Corridor�etc.��

Singhania & Partners LLP is a leader in rendering

legal advice in infrastructure Projects with a

special focus on Private Public Partnership.

Tel: +91 (11) 4153 1000

Email: del@singhania.in

Website: www.singhania.in

José Luis Moreira da
Silva is a partner of

SRS Advogados. Mr Moreira
is recognised as a specialist
in Administrative Law by
the “Ordem dos Advogados”
and currently heads the
Public Law Department. Mr
Moreira has great
experience in the field of
Administrative Law, and is particularly
specialised in PPPs/PFIs as well as regulatory
work, providing advice to both private and
public entities.
Additionally Mr Moreira has sat on the
Council of the Administrative and Tax Courts
and on the Council to the Judiciary, a
position to which he was elected by
Parliament.
Mr�Moreira�is�regularly�quoted�in�Chambers
Global�and�Legal�500.�Chambers�Global�have
described�him�as�“leading�individual”�and�in�the
2007-2008�edition�as�“an�excellent�professional�and
a�very�experienced�lawyer”�who�has�done�“an
excellent�job�in�growing�and�developing�the
department”.
From�the�outset�SRS�Advogados�have�maintained
a�tradition�of�innovation.�In�1992,�the�firm�were
the�pioneers�in�foreseeing�the�challenges�of
globalisation�as�the�first�Portuguese�law�firm�to
enter�into�an�alliance�with�an�international�law
firm.�Having�undergone�significant�expansion�over
recent�years,�SRS�currently�comprises
approximately�90�lawyers.�They�continue�to�lead�in
creating�value�for�our�clients�today�through�their
strategy�of�focus�and�specialisation,�always�seeking
to�exceed�expectations.�They�offer�their�clients�a
strong�position�in�the�national�market,�benefiting
from�a�presence�in�Lisbon,�Funchal�and�Oporto�(the
latter�by�way�of�association).
A�front-line�international�presence�is�guaranteed
through�partnerships�with�the�international
network�of�Simmons�&�Simmons,�with�16�offices
around�the�world,�creating�a�team�of�more�than
1,000�lawyers,�and�with�Veirano�Advogados,�a
Brazilian�law�firm�with�approximately�300�lawyers
present�in�five�Brazilian�cities.�Since�2009,�the�firm
has�entered�into�partnerships�in�Angola�with�LCF
–�Legal�Counsel�Firm�(with�offices�in�Luanda�and
Soyo),�in�Mozambique�with�SAL�&�Caldeira�(with
offices�in�Maputo�and�Beira)�and�in�the�Cape�Verde
islands�with�Amado�&�Medina�(with�offices
in�Ilha�de�Santiago�and�Ilha�do�Sal).

SRS Advogados is a leading firm in the

Portuguese legal market

Tel: +351 21 313 20 00

Email: moreira.silva@srslegal.pt

Website: www.srslegal.pt


